Newstock is a sustainable venture that takes overstock of donated and brand-name clothing to sustainable businesses to repurpose the fabric into rags, new clothing items, artwork, etc. to be sold at mainstream and accessible stores.

Student Connected Wellness seeks to reduce mental health problems within college students by providing them with a simple, incentivized, and autonomous method of identifying and treating mental health symptoms early.

FinFem is a fintech company that aims to uplift women in the financial sphere by increasing financial literacy, amplifying women’s voices in finance, and connecting investors to personal wealth management companies.

UnLoved Foods rescues “ugly” fruits and vegetables from local farms, grocery stores, and restaurants to create delicious and nutritious food and beverage products, while ensuring that they are supporting local economies.

TipJar is a digital tipping ecosystem. Tips can be transferred quickly and securely with the scan of a QR code to combat the decline in the use of physical currency.

Relay is a company that aims to install and operate an efficient network of fast charging service stations that provides Electric Vehicle drivers with a premium experience at an affordable price.

UnLoved Foods rescues “ugly” fruits and vegetables from local farms, grocery stores, and restaurants to create delicious and nutritious food and beverage products, while ensuring that they are supporting local economies.
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